THREE-DAY INTENSIVE SEMINAR ON DIGITAL HUMANITIES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN BUDDHIST STUDIES

MARCH 14–16, 2024

NUMATA CENTER · ASIEN-AFRIKA-INSTITUT
UNIVERSITY OF HAMBURG
PARTICIPANTS (15 TOTAL; TUTOR IN ITALICS)

Sharon Chi; Universität Heidelberg
Qijun Zheng; EHESS
Ziwei Ye; University of Oxford
Laura Anderson, University of Oxford
Xinghao Wang, University of Chicago
Longyu Zhang; Ghent University
Mariia Lepneva; Ghent University
Jiahang Yu; Ghent University
Nelson Landry; UHH
Carsten Krause; UHH
Michael Kinadeter; UHH
Inho Chu (Bhikṣu Woonsaan SEOK ); UHH
Leo Koenig; UHH
Jacopo Scarin; University of Venice
Joe Chadwin; Universität Wien

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

Thursday, March 14
9:00–12:00
Introduction to TACL (I): Research Methods
12:00–14:00
Lunch
14:00–17:00
Introduction to TACL (II): Technical Operation

Friday, March 15
9:00–12:00
Application of Program
12:00–14:00
Lunch
14:00–17:00
Application of Program
18:30
Dinner, courtesy of organizers

Saturday, March 16
9:00–12:00
Application of Program
12:00–14:00
Lunch out, courtesy of organizers
14:00–17:00
Exchange of findings by participants
CONTACT
DR. NELSON LANDRY
SPRACHE UND KULTUR CHINAS
EDMUND-SIEMERS-ALLEE 1, FLÜGEL OST
20146 HAMBURG
NELSON.LANDRY@UNI-HAMBURG.DE

VENUE
ASIEN-AFRIKA-INSTITUT, ROOM 124
EDMUND-SIEMERS-ALLEE 1, FLÜGEL OST
20146 HAMBURG
U-BAHN, U1: STEPHANSPLATZ STATION: 5 MIN WALK
S-BAHN, S2/S5: BAHNHOF DAMMTOR: 2 MIN WALK

HOTEL RECOMMENDATIONS
Less expensive:
IBIS budget (e.g. near Hamburg-Hauptbahnhof)
Amsinckstraße 1, 20097 Hamburg
Hotel Meininger (Hamburg-Altona)
Goetheallee 11, 22765 Hamburg
Superbude (Hamburg-Sternschanze)
Juliusstraße 1-7, 22769 Hamburg
AirBnB

More expensive:
Hotel Vorbach (Hamburg-Dammtor)
Johnsallee 63, 20146 Hamburg